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Italiano English Français Español He went around easter. But it stops on February 22. And so it has no trace of the secretariat economy or many other innovations recently decided by Pope Francis, Sandro Magister vatican city, 29 April 2014 - Namely at 10:50 .m on 13 May last year, Pope Francis accepted a copy of the State Secretariat in the audience who gave him a copy of
The 2013 edition of Annuario Pontificio. , a kind of who is from the Holy See and the entire Catholic Church, at least in its hierarchical component, along with a copy of the 2011 Annuario Statistics. The audience was made public in a statement saying: The Holy Father expressed gratitude for his respect, showing a lively interest in illustrated information and expressing live gratitude
to all those who collaborated in the new edition of the two annuities. Presentation to the Pope against the ancient custom, distribution of the new Annuario to vatican offices and its sale to the public. This year, however, a large publication - more than 2,300 pages of red fabric binding - was published for €78 without a traditional pontific audience. Another sign of the extent to which
Pope Francis, despite the live interest declared last year, feels unencumbered by the smaller and larger kurian customs and practices that are fundamentally alien to him. But the bad news of 2014's Annuario Pontificio doesn't stop here. This latest edition, though newly printed, is already out of date here and there. Updated on 22 February, it includes new cardinals created in the
same day celebration. However, it does not contain the important fuel innovations that Pope Francis introduced in the days immediately afterwards. The new Annuario does not include new organisms created on 24 February with the motu proprio Fidelis dispensator et prudens, that is, the Economic Council, the Secretariat of the Economy and the Auditor-General. Nor does it
include the newly created Pontificate Juvenile Protection Commission, which was created on 22 March, but was announced on 5 December last year. For example, it registers the appointment of Bishop Giorgio Corbellini as Chairman of the Financial Information Authority, but without ad interim wording, which concerned his appointment instead of dismissing Cardinal Attilio Nicora
on January 30.IOR prelatas, monsignor Giovanni Battista Ricca, also appears in Annuario without the wording ad interim, which was associated with him on the day of his appointment on June 15 last year. In addition, as regards the IOR, the new Annuario presents Cardinal Santos Abril y Castelló from the Cardinal's Supervisory Commission, Spain, despite the fact that his
appointment was announced on 4 March. But since the specification was abandoned on March 26, with the full approval of Galantin in the same role. There is no place in the Annuario region for the two pontificate commissions reporting on the IOR, nor on the Economic Administrative Structures of the Vatican, which were set up on 24 June and 18 July by two chirographs
respectively. A sign of their temporary nature, even if it is not known how long they will last. There is also no place for the Financial Security Committee, which was set up on 8 August in a stable form with a motu proprio. What annuario is C8, given its official Latin name Consilium Cardinalium Summo Pontifici adiuvando universal ecclesia moderando et Constitutione Apostolica
Pastor Bonus renovatanda. This new body, the most revolutionary of those created by Pope Francis in his first year of pontificate, is placed immediately after the synod of bishops and in the same place as the now suppressed Cardinals Council for the study of the organizational and economic problems of the Holy See, the 15th Council, which was suppressed by the Economic
Council. The irony of history: C15 was suppressed when annuario Pontificio was first referred to in black and white (this was not done in previous editions) that he was led by the Cardinal Secretary of State. The C8 still includes Australian Cardinal George Pell, who, meanwhile, left the Archdiocese of Sydney, whose Archbishop Emeritus is now archbishop, to take up the position
of mentoring the prefect of the newly created economic secretariat. Therefore, C8, whose members are appointed on the basis of geographical representation criteria, currently has two representatives of the central organisms of the church (Pell and Cardinal Giuseppe Bertello, governor of the Vatican City), but will no longer act as a pastor of Australia and Oceania. Some other
small ones in 2014 Annuario's innovations are these. In the pontifical household prefecture, it can be noted that the category of consistoural lawyer disappeared from the members of the pontific chapel. Although the presence of Pier Giorgio Zanetti in the second valletta became official, along with Sandro Margotti, the successor to the convicted Vatileaks butler, Paolo
Gabriele.Expunged from the pages dedicated to the patrimony administration of the apostolic image, is the name of priest Nunzio Scaran, a former accountant. In a section, on trial in Italy on charges of money laundering, which was also cut off from the general index, where he was to appear as a chaplain of His Holiness. Perhaps a sign that he was stripped of this name, although
on the site of the diocese where he is incardinated, Salerno, he is still assigned to him. The list of diplomatic corps accredited to the Holy See includes the first appearance of a Palestinian state previously classified as a PLO representation. The change took place after november 2012. The Vatican City-State Chapter inserts as a free position as a free deputy governor-general who
did not exist a year ago. There is also a disciplinary panel that played such an important role in the 2012 management of the Viganò affair. The position of the secretary of the prelato disappeared in the section dedicated to the Vikariate of Rome, although it is part of an organisation established with the 1998 constitution Ecclesia in Urbe, and until last year it was occupied by
monsignor Paolo Mancini, later sent to the parish. On the other hand, Matteo Zuppi, the auxiliary bishop of the Sant'Egidio community, took the title of dual head of the Centre for Missionary Cooperation of the Churches last year and the title of the diocese office of the diocese of the work of the pontifikical missionaries. Among the pontifical academies - which belong to the
jurisdiction of the Pontific Cultural Council, headed by Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi - immacolata disappeared, founded in 1835 and murdered from one year to another without so much as an obituary. As far as the funds are concerned, finally, Grazia Bottiglieri Rizzo, named leader of the shipbuilding company, is no longer centesimus Annus, the administrative board of Pro
Pontifice, where she was registered as Vice-President last year. Paolo Cipriani, former Director-General of the IOR, also ceased to be the vice-chairman of the Administrative Board of the Vatican Foundation Joseph Ratzinger - Benedict XVI. __________English Matthew Sherry, of Ballwin, Missouri, U.S.A.__________For more news and commentary, see the blog, which is
claimed by Sandro Magister, available only in Italian:&gt; SETTIMO CIELO ___29.4.2014 This article requires additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unresoved material may be challenged and removed. Available sources: Annuario Pontificio – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (April 2010) (Learn how
and when to remove this template message) Annuario Pontificio Annuario Pontificio 2008 edition. ByLibreria Editrice Vaticana, Secretary CityLanguageItalianGenreReference yearbookPublisherHoly SeePublication date Annual publication (1912-)Media typeHardcoverOCLC781198958 Annuario Pontificio (Italian for pontific yearbook) is the annual catalogue of the Holy See of the
Catholic Church. It lists the popes and all the officials of the Departments of the Holy See in chronological order. It also contains the names and contact information of all cardinals and bishops, dioceses (with statistics on each), The Departments of the Curia of Rome, the diplomatic missions of the Holy See abroad, the embassy accredited to the Holy See, the headquarters of
religious institutes (again with statistics on each), certain academic institutions and other similar information. The index, together with all the body names of the book, consists of the names of all the priests who were given the title of Monsiner. The red-covered yearbook, prepared by the Church's Central Bureau of Statistics and published by Libreria Editrice Vaticana, is mainly
italian. The 2015 edition had more than 2,400 pages and cost €78. [1] According to the 2019 The pontifical yearbook of Catholics in the world increased to 1,313,278,000 at the end of 2017. History Do not mention any sources in this section. Help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. Unresoved material may be challenged and removed. (April 2017) (Learn
how and when to remove this template message) The Catholic Church's yearbook was published, with some interruptions, from 1716 to 1859. Kroka printing company in Rome, titled Information for the year ... (In Italian: Notizie per l'Anno ...) Since 1851, the Department of the Holy See has begun producing a different publication called Hierarchy of the Holy Catholic Apostolic
Church Worldwide (In Italian: Gerarchia della Santa Chiesa Cattolica Apostolica Romana in Tutto L'Orbe), which was named Annuario Pontificio in 1860, but ceased to publish in 1870. It was the first yearbook released by the Holy See, but its collection was entrusted to the newspaper Giornale di Roma. Monaldi Brothers (Italian: Fratelli Monaldi) began in 1872 producing its own
yearbook entitled The Catholic Hierarchy and the Papal Household years... (In Italian: La Gerarchia Cattolica e la Famiglia Pontificia per l'Anno ...). Vatican Press took over Gerarchia Cattolica in 1885, so it was a semi-official publication. Between 1899 and 1904, it had a reference to an official publication, but it expired when acta Sanctae Sedis, the predecessor of Acta
Apostolicae Sedis, was published as the only official publication of the Holy See. In 1912, it updated the name Annuario Pontificio. Between 1912 and 1924, it included not only name lists, but also short illustrative inscriptions on the Kuria departments of Rome and certain in the Papal Court, a practice to which he returned in 1940. For several years, starting in 1898, the Parisian
publishing house Maison de la Bonne Presse produced a similar yearbook in French called Annuaire Pontifical Catholique, not the Holy See. It contained many additional information, such as detailed historical articles about Swiss guards and the papal palace in the Vatican. Pope List Read also: Pope List Annuario Pontificio lists the Pope's list of popes of the Catholic Church.
Since the historical questions were reinterpreted by every pope who followed, they are recognized by Annuario Pontificio. For example, in 1942, Annuario Pontificio acknowledged the decisions of the Pisa Council (1409), listing three popes for the period: Gregory XII (1406-1409), Alexander V (1409–1410) and John XXIII (1410–1415). [2] The western schism was reinterpreted
when Pope John XXIII (1958–1963) decided to reuse the ordained XXIII, referring to the twenty-two ions of indisputable legitimacy. [3] This was reflected in 1963 by Annuario Pontificio, in which Alexander V and the first John XXIII were treated as antipopes. Statistics Many churches try to obtain accurate ecclesiastical statistics by actively counting their congregators. Annuario
Pontificio replaces the French Annuaire Pontific Catholic to provide global statistics on the Roman Catholic Church and organizes such data for the diocese; The yearbook of Church statistics contains the same data by country and continent. [4] According to Annuario Pontificio 2012, the statistics presented in the yearbook on the archdiocese and dioceses are provided by the
dioceses concerned and reflect the situation of the diocese on 31 December of the year that may be presented in the yearbook, unless there are other indications. The data recorded next to these abbreviations shall be shown in the following order: Su – area in square kilometers diocese territory pp – population of diocese ct – Catholic pr – parishes and quasi-parishes ch –
churches or mission stations sd – secular priests, resident diocese dn - diocesan priests ordained over the years sr - religious priests resident diocese rn - religious priests ordained during the year dp - permanent decontitifs sm - seminarians, taking courses in philosophy and theology rm - members of men's religious institutes RF - members of women's religious institutes , ie –
educational institutes ib – charitable institutes baptized – Baptist Release Details Annuario Pontificio per l'anno 2019. Città del Vaticano: Libreria Editrice Vaticana. ISBN 2019 9788826602639. See also Book Portal Catholicity Portal Catholic Church by Country Pope Vatican Publishing History Links ^ Annuario Pontificio 2015. Città del Vaticano. Archived original on January 10,
2019 Received on 5 April, ^ Annuario pontificio per l'anno 1942. Rome. 21, 1942. 205. Gregorio XII, Veneto, Correr (c. 1406, cessò a. 1409, 1417) - Pont. a. 2, m. 6. g. 4. 206. Alessandro V, dell'Isola di Candia, Filargo (approximately 1409, 1410). - Pont. 10, 8. 207. Giovanni XXII o XXIII o XXIV, Napoletano, Cossa (c. 1410, cessò dal pontificare 29 mag. 1415 ^ I choose John ...
Time. 10 November 1958, p. 91. ^ Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). Ecclesiastical statistics . Catholic encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company. Retrieved from
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